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� Understand the TLS handshake
� Understand client/server authentication 

in TLS
› RSA key exchange
› Explain certificate ownership proofs in detail
› What cryptographic primitives are used and 

why?
� Understand session resumption
� Understand the limitations of TLS
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Netscape
unreleased
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Source: SSL and TLS, Rescorla
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TLS 1.2 (2008)



SSL Record Protocol Operation

Source: Network Security Essentials (Stallings)



SSL Record Format

Source: Network Security Essentials (Stallings)



Client Hello   [Random_client, Cipher Suites *, SessionID]

Server Hello [Random_server, Cipher Suites +, SessionID]

Server Certificate chain of X.509 Certs

Server Hello Done

Client Key Exchange [Pre-master secret 
encrypted with server public key]

Change Cipher Spec

Change Cipher Spec

Finished  [Encrypted Running Hash]

Finished  [Encrypted Running Hash]

Client Server



Client Hello   [Random_client, Cipher Suites *, SessionID]

Server Hello [Random_server, Cipher Suites +, SessionID]

Server Certificate [chain of X.509 Certs]

Server Hello Done

Client Key Exchange [client DH public param]

Change Cipher Spec

Change Cipher Spec

Finished  [Encrypted Running Hash]

Finished  [Encrypted Running Hash]

Client Server

Server Key Exchange [signed DH info]
Random_client, Random_server, g, p, server DH param



� RSA
› Client generates pre-master secret
› Sends to server encrypted with servers public key

� DHE
› DH shared key is the pre-master secret

� Pre-master secret and random values used to 
compute master secret

� Master secret and random values used to 
compute key block material
› Key block contains 4 or 6 keys
› Two keys for AES, 2 keys for MAC, 2 keys (values) for 

block cipher mode if needed



� In vanilla RSA, the premaster secret is 
encrypted with the server’s public key
› If the server’s private key is compromised all 

past and future sessions are also 
compromised
› Majority of TLS uses vanilla RSA

� Alternatives
› Ephemeral Diffie-Hellman (DHE-RSA)
› Elliptic curve variation is faster (ECDHE)



� How many shared keys are derived between a client and a 
server that establish a TLS session?
› Each side generates 4-6 keys

� How does the server prove ownership of its private key?
› Implicitly by decrypting the pre-master secret and finishing handshake

� How does the client prove ownership of its private key when 
client authentication is (rarely) used?
› Send digital signature to the server

� What is the pre-master secret?
› Who creates it?
› How is it securely transmitted?

� What is session resumption? 
› How does it differ from a regular SSL handshake?

� When do the client and server start encrypting traffic using 
symmetric encryption?
› Finished message



Source: Network Security Essentials (Stallings)


